You cannot pick and choose which items you want to pay for. You can no longer upgrade to package A after you purchase another package, but you may upgrade to package B from package C. For example, if you buy Package B or C first, and later you decide that you want to upgrade to Package B, you can do so. Package B will be available after February 17th but with a late fee. Package C is available all year. Payments can only be made with a money order to the G.O. store or on bths.edu. It must be made to the BTHS Finance Committee.
Senior Schedule

February 1st—Priority FAFSA applications due for some colleges
February 3rd—Superhero Day
February 10th—Twin Day
February 17th—Payment for Package B ends; Hollywood Day
March 2nd—Nerd Day
March 9th—Childhood Day
March 16th—Blast from the Past Day
April 30th—May 16th—Payments for Prom ($175)
June 2nd—3rd—Senior Field Day *more information soon*
June 22nd—Senior Prom
June 25th—26th—Graduation! - [Evening, 6-9pm both nights]

A Message from the Senior Class Officers

Prove once and for all that "senioritis" is a myth!

- As the second term approaches, DO NOT allow your academics to drift! Colleges can and will revoke your admission if you do not maintain the same level of academic performance of your first term! We know it is hard to keep up the good work, but just remember that we made it this far, so might as well leave on a good note.
- Seniors beware! Some colleges have priority deadlines and these will allow you to receive more money for financial aid. Make sure that even if you do not fill out FAFSA by the priority deadline that you fill it out correctly and in time. No one wants to miss out on a great opportunity because of a financial problem. This can only help you, so make sure you do it as soon as possible!

The Techmazing Race

The Techmazing Race embodies teamwork, intellect, but most importantly, Tech spirit!

The Breakdown:
- There are 5 groups, each containing 5 members.
- Each group must work as a team to solve the puzzles provided.
- However...this is still a scavenger hunt, so you must hunt for those puzzles.
- The library is your home base. All groups will reside here as member by member goes to retrieve the puzzle.
- With each round, one hint will be given to each group, and one member from each group will find the room the hint pertains to and retrieve the puzzle, then return to home base.
- As a team, solve the puzzle. Once it is solved, the group will receive the next clue.

More information coming soon...
Senior Pride Days

FEBRUARY 3RD: SUPERHERO DAY
This is the day to let out all those urges to throw on a cape and show everyone who your favorite superhero is! Batman, Superman, Captain America, who ever it is, prepare to come in dressed up and ready for a super time!

FEBRUARY 10TH: TWIN DAY
We all have that friend that is exactly like us. What better to show people how similar you are then dressing up as twins? Gather your buddy and become the best twins in the school! You might be surprised who ends up looking alike! #TWINNING

FEBRUARY 17TH: HOLLYWOOD DAY
Have a favorite actor or actress? What better way to show who you love then to dress up as them?

MARCH 2ND: NERD DAY
Come on, we all have that nerd inside of us. Come join us on a day where the smartys are acceptable and as cute as buttons! There’s never been a better time to whip out those pocket protectors!

MARCH 9TH: CHILDHOOD DAY
Everyone is obsessed with a character, cartoon, Barbie, or action figure. This day is all about our childhood, where we can dress up as our favorite people or cartoons, and think about those fun childhood memories.

MARCH 16TH: BLAST FROM THE PAST DAY
Think you were born in the wrong decade? Here’s a day to say kudos to whatever decade or time period you love.

Disclaimer
Speaking of which, participate in Senior Pride Days!!! These will be your last opportunities to do something memorable senior year! All attire for official and unofficial senior pride days must abide by DOE regulations and the school dress code. Just because it is unofficial does not mean that you do not need to follow the rules! Also remember that deans and teachers can ask you to change or cover up if you decide not to – the best way to have fun is to think of a creative outfit that will keep you out of trouble but also catch peoples’ eyes.
Don’t let Senioritis hit you.
Stay informed!

WE WANT TO INFORM THE SENIOR CLASS IN THE BEST WAY POSSIBLE SO HERE IS A LIST OF OUTLETS WE USE:

▪ Announcements
▪ Posters
▪ Facebook Page
▪ Bulletin Boards
▪ BTHS.EDU AND BTHSNEWS.ORG
▪ Newsletters
▪ Emails
▪ Speaking to Students in Person!

J. Kaelin, COSA (bthscosa@gmail.com)
Sharnjit Dhaliwal, SGO President (sharny127@gmail.com)
Michelle Gorbonosov, Senior President (michellegorbonosov@gmail.com)
Iris Pepa, Senior Vice President (ipepa2118@bths.edu)
Anmol Sajjad, Parliamentarian (anmolsajjad@gmail.com)
Arpita Vora, Secretary (avora5311@bths.edu)
Neil Alacha, Treasurer (nalacha6712@bths.edu)

The spring trip has been CANCELLED!
A new trip is being planned for late May/early June.
This trip will not be as long as the Spring Trip but it will be overnight.
Once the details are finalized, more information will be released.
Check back to the March Newsletter, Facebook, your emails, announcements, and all other methods of communication.
Feel free to email any of the executives!

A note on Prom
WE WANT TO INFORM THE SENIOR CLASS ABOUT PROM. IT WILL BE TAKING PLACE AT CHELSEA PIERS, PIER 60. FOR THOSE OF YOU THAT ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH THE PRICE, THE COST IS $175.
SOME OF YOU MIGHT FEEL THAT THIS IS TOO MUCH OR NOT WORTH IT, BUT BEFORE YOU JUMP TO ANY CONCLUSION, ASK YOUR TECH FRIENDS THAT GRADUATED. IT IS A NIGHT TO REMEMBER AND WORTH ALL THE MEMORIES AND FUN THAT IT HAS IN STORE FOR US. WE TOLD YOU MONTHS IN ADVANCE, SO SAVE UP AND DON’T MISS OUT!

Spring Trip

BY THE SENIORS OF SGO